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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From passive to active: Engaging students with interactive tutorialsSomething I would like to try. Introduce the tutorials and provide a brief background. Introduced to support the APSC 201 course with a large cohort of studentsWoodward library: Fewer librarians and student librarians availableSupport blended classroom learningHow tutorials are being used currently. Required viewing of selected tutorials with recommended viewing for othersLibrary communication with faculty to encourage use. Consulted instructor introduced tutorials and surveyed students. Shared results with me
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ARE STUDENTS 
WATCHING? 

                  Yes = 6                No = 36      No response = 3       Unaware = 15 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the results from a class survey that also asked students about the course in general. There were additional questions about specific videos that were particularly helpful following this question: “Did you view the online library tutorials for this course?” Minimal responses. Why aren’t students watching? Are they also not doing the required readings? 



NEXT STEPS? 
 

 Classroom presence?  
 From passive to active 
 How to incorporate pre-assessment and post-

assessment?  
• Fluid surveys?  
• Badges? 

 
What have you tried and have found successful?  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why aren’t students viewing the tutorials? Class presence. The instructor would prefer a librarian to visit the class as well as have the tutorials for viewing. This would mean reduced time in the classroom (30 minutes), but it’s not resolving the initial problem. This is a passive activity. Students are not asked questions or required to engage with the tutorials in anyway. Flip the classroom. This still raises the issue of not enough librarians and/or student librarians to support this course. How can I engage students moving from passive viewing to active viewing without building new tutorials? Two areas I’m exploring: Fluid surveys – pre-assessment of student knowledge, but could also be used for post-assessment as well. Quite a flexible tool in terms of interactivityBadges. UBC has and open badges project that I’ve started investigating and would like to try for post-assessment. There may be problems with the current badging set up at UBC, but I still need to explore this further. Recently saw another example of a badging application used in a MOOC at KPU. Others’ thoughts? These are areas I’d like to try, but as a new librarian, I’m eager to find out what others have tried successfully and not so successfully. Let’s talk about making library tutorial interactive. 
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